Requirements for a POW/MIA Table Display by Gary D. Moore

This is an outline of items required for a POW/MIA Table display.

1. Small table (usually enough for only one or two people).
2. White table cloth (plain cotton looks the best).
3. A distinctive dish and silverware setting for elegant dining (use your best).
4. A rose (real for special occasions, but silk for permanent display) in a glass vase.
5. Red ribbon (tied at the base of the vase).
6. Slice of lemon (real for special occasions, but silk for permanent display).
7. Small (bread) plate with a small pile of salt.
8. A nice look dinner (water) glass (inverted).
9. One chair (can be adorned with a POW/MIA draping available for many sources).

Note: Some tables have names of POW/MIA from that region...although this is okay...it is best to be commemorating all POW/MIAs.

Note about Roses:

- Red Rose denotes passion and love (normally used on a POW/MIA table)
- Yellow Rose denotes passing love (as ending a romance)
- White Rose denotes purity and new beginning
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